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Little Fits – 11/10/2017
Hailing from the suburbs of the San Joaquin Valley
of California, Micol Cazzell had been making
gloom-fueled and wispy indie-folk tunes since
2008. Cazzell’s fourth project, and his first full
band recording, Little Fits is a departure from
those efforts, and is a brief exploration of what
it’s like to wrestle with a prickly and immature
identity, in an immature and postmodern world. 
Little Fits was recorded and produced by Cazzell,
and mastered by T.W. Walsh (Soft Drugs, Pedro
The Lion, Lo Tom). Hard to say if he’s properly
abandoned the indie-folk genre, but a few things
are certain: there are drums, there are electric
guitars, there are synthesizers, and significantly
less gloom now. Little Fits was released on
Gaylord’s Party Music (Oakland, CA) on November
10th, 2017.

In 2015, following the release of 2012’s Broken
Things EP, and in the midst of family upheaval, Cazzell found himself fed-up and too old to be living with his 
parents, so he loaded up his credit cards, found some traveling companions, and weaved his way through the 
Siskiyous before washing up on the shores of Seattle. Since tentatively getting over his quarter life crisis, he’s 
been working at a coffee shop, learning to play drums, and making records in his basement. Little Fits is the 
fruit of that labor, and takes guidance from David Bazan’s Fewer Moving Parts, Elliott Smith’s From a Basement 
on The Hill, and TW Walsh’s Songs of Pain and Leisure.

Little Fits has received radio play on KALX in Berkeley, BFF.FM in San Francisco, and KBOO in Portland. A west 
coast tour in support of the EP is planned for April, 2018.
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